QUALITY ASSURANCE/CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

Raising The Bar

Shaping Our Future

The quality of work consistently produced by Weldall is a standard
to which we hold ourselves accountable. The critical nature of
the products that we manufacture demands it. Our clients expect
it. The world deserves it.

Year after year, decade after decade, Weldall has shown a unique
ability and willingness to be flexible in meeting varying customer
requirements. Steps taken towards that effect include:

To assure our standards of quality, we maintain a 3rd party certification to ISO 9001:2008 standards and employ only AWS D1.1
certified welders. In addition, our Quality Department features
6 “in house” CWIs. Weldall has earned ASME code certificates
for both “U” and “R” stamp requirements and succeeded in the
rigourous process of achieving ISO 14001 certification.
We are able to deliver cost effectiveness along with quality as we
actively incorporate the latest in Lean 5S & Six Sigma principles
throughout our facility to improve efficiency in every process.

• Investing in new equipment to improve efficiency and cost effectiveness when those requirements are justified by long term
business relationships.
• Expanding the facility and workforce to meet long term contract commitments.
• Collaboratively reviewing customer products for suggestions
toward improving the manufacturability of the part without
reducing the integrity required for the application.
• Constantly staying ahead of the curve of the latest in technology in all areas of our business. Whether it is for software and
hardware to improve our Accounting, Production Planning, or
Engineering capabilities, or the latest in spatial location equipment
to improve our fit and weld efficiency, there is no hesitation in
these types of investments in our future.
• Expanding our secondary process capabilities to increase overall
control of scheduled part completion, reduce overall costs,
and expand the ability to offer broader “turnkey” solutions
to our partners.
• Researching and implementing new process standards to facilitate
entry into new, technically specific, industries.

COMMUNITY SERVICE/ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP
Supporting The Community
• Words can’t possibly describe how important community involvement is to our owners—the Bahl family. What really expresses it
best are the smiles on the faces of children and families who are
touched by their generosity, caring and desire to help.
• The number of community groups and non-profit organizations
Weldall supports is too lengthy to list here but can be found on
our website.

Protecting The
Environment
We want to make a difference not only in business but life as well. Therefore, we believe
improving our environment is important to
our employees, customers, suppliers, neighbors
and community. To that end, Weldall:
1. Complies with applicable environmental
regulations and other requirements;
2. Reduces waste and prevents pollution
through continual improvement; and
3. Sets objectives and targets around significant environmental aspects and impacts.

Upper Left: Three graduates of our OJT (On Job Training)
program with Jim Stannard and David Bahl Jr.
Lower left: Local student in Weldall’s conference room
learn about company operations.
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